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Alcohol Screening
It is recommended you complete alcohol screening with all adult patients. If you see a patient who has
already completed the alcohol screening there is no need to repeat this unless yourself or a colleague
has recommended ongoing monitoring of alcohol consumption.
AUDIT C
This three item tool should be used with all adult patients.
Patients who score 0-7 should be given positive feedback on their lower risk drinking status and a copy
of the patient alcohol leaflet ‘Drinking and Me’.
Patients who score 8 or more should be provided with a few minutes of verbal brief advice and should
be given the patient brief advice booklet to take away with them.

If you are concerned that the patient may be alcohol dependent or may need further help and support
related to their drinking you should use your clinical judgement to consider if referral to specialist
alcohol treatment services is appropriate.

Depression Screening
It is also recommended that you complete depression screening with all adult patients. If you see a
patient who has already completed the depression screening there is no need to repeat this unless
you or a colleague has recommended ongoing monitoring of depression.
PHQ-2
Complete the two PHQ – 2 questions with the patient.
Patients who score 3 or more should be provided with a copy of the ‘Self Management for Low
Mood and Depression’ leaflet and assessed for suicide risk.
Patients who score 0-2 need no further screening or action but should receive positive feedback
about their current depression status.
If you are concerned that the patient may need further help and support related to their
depression or may be at risk of suicide you should use your clinical judgement to consider if referral
to specialist services for treatment of depression is required .

Suicide Risk Screening
Patients who score 3 or more on the PHQ 2 should be assessed for suicide risk with the question.
‘Over the last two weeks how often have you been bothered by thoughts that you would be better off
dead or of hurting yourself in some way?’
Patients who score 0 (Response: ‘Not at all’) on this question are not likely to present a risk of suicide. No
further action is required for suicide risk.
Patients who score 1 (Response: ‘Several Days’) on this question could present a low risk of suicide. As
such, use your clinical judgement to consider if monitoring is required. Patients who remain stable at
score of 1 on this question can be included and receive the appropriate SCALA materials (as judged by
their screening scores)
Patients who score 2-3 on this question may present a risk for suicide. Use your clinical judgement to
assess whether referral to additional treatment and support is required or if monitoring is appropriate.

